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Introduction
This study attempts to emphasize some of the ethical dilemma towards whether suicide
morally right or wrong. This debate is closely tied to focus around the issue of duty, rights,
obligation and meaning of human life. The phenomenon of suicide is a complex form of
human behavior and part of human narure as well as a challenge on human existence and it
poses difficult questions, and different answers have been given by Philosophers and

Theologians of different periods and different traditions. Indeed, the phenomenon of suicide
has been under the spotlight in philosophical examinations in the west at least from the
period of Plato. French philosopher, Alberl Camus in his Myth of Sisyphus, claims that
suicide one of the serious philosophical problems.(Battin Pabst, 2005:P 34). For a long time
philosophers have tried to solve to this problem through the ethical analysis and valuable
suggestion were made. However this issue has not solved so far. In this regards this study is
going to claim the difficulties of determine the moral rightness and wrongness of suicide
from the point of view of philosophical arguments.(Freeman A, 2000; P 48)

This research mainly attempts to claim the most profound philosophical problem neither the

essence of reality nor the foundation of knowledge but rather essence of human being.
(Orbachlsral, 2001: P 62)This study claim that the phenomenon of suicide represents the

single most serious, important and urgent philosophical question which must be answered

before any other question is considered.These serious philosophical questions conceming
the purpose and significance of human existence.(Aquinas Thomas, 1998: P 154) This
perspective can be expressed through avariety ofrelated questions such as suicide morally
permissible or even morally permission in some extra ordinary circumstance? If suicide
morally accepted, can it really become a universal law of nature? Is suicide behavior rational
or irrational?Does anyone have the rights to end one's own life? Does it promise pleasure to
the individual? Does it give pemanent solution to a temporary problem? Does it violets
natural law? Why human existence in the world? What is that significance and nature of life,
etc. Therefore this paper has objective to examine the main current historical and

contemporary philosophical theories surrounding these important issues.

Methodology
This researchis mainly base on philosophical inquiry and a literary survey. The researcher
has planned to use the descriptive, analy.tic, and historical research methods; besides
interviews and public debates shall be employed. Relevant philosophers' original works on
suicide and the secondary resources books, related documents, paper clipping and various
other documents from intetnet, media, etc will be used in this inquiry.

Discussaion and Conclusion
Through this study, arguments are schematically presented as "proponents" of moralizing
suicide and "opponents" of moralizing suicidein practices.In general or religious
perspectives, the birth of human species is regarded as superior to the other living being.
Every human being shares the responsibility to safeguard this superiority. Man likes and
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tries to maintain his physical well being by all positive ways. He even wishes to overcome
death. It is regrettable that a man, rational being, commits suicide while other living beings
have never attempted it.Despite it being a problem which hinders the social growth of
human beings, certain societies regard suicide as something that deserves
glorifications.Therefore through the discussion, This study attempts to emphasize some of
the ethical dilemmaon suicide inthe philosophical school of thoughts such as Utilitarianism,
Deontology, Human Obligation, Natural Law, Liberalism Egoism, Existentialism In this
regards the conclusion seem to be difficult to judge the morality of suicide. However this
study attempt to claim that whether or not the phenomenon of suicide moral I acceptable
depend on the circumstance under which suicide is committed or attempted. The suicide of
the individual, who has only experience pain for the rest of his existence and who has no
other reasons to continue his existence may decided to surender to suicide that might be
moral. But if a person will be predicted to have a long life and if that person decided to
commits suicide that will be morally wrong.
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